Learn about resources available to assist junior faculty in the development of NSF CAREER proposals and gain insight on successful proposal submissions from a faculty panel of CAREER award recipients

**Draft Agenda**

*Moderator:* Laura Albert, CoE Assistant Dean for Graduate Affairs and Associate Professor of Industrial and Systems Engineering

3:00 – 3:05 pm: Welcome and Agenda Overview

3:05 – 3:10 pm: CAREER Proposal Overview
A brief introduction to the unique characteristics of a CAREER proposal will be provided.

3:10 – 3:15 pm: CAREER Proposal Resources Overview
A catalog of CoE, UW and NSF resources available to support development of CAREER proposals will be distributed and briefly reviewed.

3:15 – 3:30 pm: CoE Copy Editing and Graphic Design Support
*Angela Pakes*, Asst Director for New Technology Directions, Grainger Institute for Engineering
*Adrienne Nienow*, Science Writer and Graphic Artist, Grainger Institute for Engineering
Members of CoE’s large-scale proposal team will discuss copy editing and graphic design support services available for CAREER proposals.

3:30 – 4:30 pm: NSF CAREER Recipients Panel
*Michael S. Arnold*, Professor, MSE
*Laurent Lessard*, Assistant Professor, ECE
*Christy Remucal*, Assistant Professor, CEE
CoE faculty will share their experiences and perspectives on submitting a successful proposal.

Please RSVP by email to coe_researchservices@engr.wisc.edu

Questions? Contact Steve Flaherty at steve.flaherty@wisc.edu